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BROTHER GREG (#1)

Colton’s First (#2)

Timeonurhands (#4)

Exacta:  1-2/1-2-4, $4.  Tri:  1-2/1-2-4/1-2-4-6-7, $12.  Daily Double:  1-2/2-4, $8.       
PARKER’S
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Took the lead in mid-stretch but was caught late against similar last, he was 
unlucky to draw the one hole but does deserved to be favored.
Drew away late in a wire to wire win last, he will have to deal with Lean 
Cozzene early today but looks quite capable of repeating.
Didn’t show much last but his effort one back puts him right there.

BELT (#4)

Storming Kentucky (#2)

Strong Move (#6)

Exacta:  2-4/2-4-6, cost $4.   

Couldn’t threaten last and the huge drop in claiming price gives pause but he 
does have a class edge in here, choice.
Fourth in a very tough field for the level last and other than the top choice he 
faces much easier in this spot, obvious threat.
Has good early speed and the short distance is in his favor, can hang on for part.

RELATIVELY FAST (#10)

Oscar’s America (#2)

The Search Is Over (#9)

Exacta:   2-10/2-9-10, cost $4. Trifecta:   2-10/2-9-10/1-2-5-9-10, $12.
Pick 3:   2-9-10/3/2-6-8, cost $9.

Third in both of his two lifetime starts, he drops in claiming price, adds the 
blinkers and should be set for best.
Only a half-length behind the top choice in his debut, he worked well after that 
race and has every right to improve.
Forced a quick half-mile before tiring against much tougher, he must be considered.

SPIT AND SHINE (#3)

Birdstone (#4)

Charlie’s Gold (#2)

Exacta:  3/2-4, 2-4/3, cost $4. Trifecta:   3/2-4/1-2-4-5, cost $6.  
Pick 3:   3/2-6-8/1-2-3, cost $9. 

Good second despite a little trouble in his last against similar, he has a nice style 
and a repeat off his last should be good enough to get the job done.
Not too far behind the top choice in his last, he also broke a step slowly that 
day. expect good late charge.
Tough loss in his most recent, he is going very well right now, definite danger.

CRUSH ON YOU (#2)

American Council (#6)

Lumen Took It (#8)

Exacta:  2-6/2-6-8, $4.  Tri: 2-6/2-6-8/2-3-4-6-8, $12.  Pick 3:  2-6/2-3/2-3, $8. 

Speedy sort was never threatened when beating slightly easier last, she again 
should have the lead at the start and will have to be caught.
Finished a close third to slightly better in her last, she should get a nice stalking 
trip again and may give the top choice a battle late.
Poor effort last but she is capable of better, must be considered.

HE’S ALL HEART (#3)

Carl Command (#2)

Janero (#1)

Exacta:  2-3/1-2-3, $4.  Tri:  2-3/1-2-3/1-2-3-5-7, $12.  Pick 3:  2-3/2-3-6/2, $6.

Veteran is very sharp right now coming off three straight wins, he can act from on 
or off the lead early, tab to take another.
Just missed against the top choice in his most recent, he again figures to be right 
there at the finish.
Looks ready off workouts and this one will pass many of these in the stretch.

Super:   2-6/2-6-8/2-3-4-6-8/2-3-4-6-8, $12.  Pick 5:  2-6/1-2-3/2-3-6/2/1-7, $18.

Super:    3/2-4/1-2-4-5/1-2-4-5, cost $6. 

Super:   2-10/2-9-10/1-2-5-9-10/1-2-5-9-10, $12.

Super:   2-4/2-4-6/1-2-3-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12.

Super:  1-2/1-2-4/1-2-4-6-7/1-2-4-6-7, $12.  Pick 3:  1-2/2-4/2-10, $8.  Pick 4:  1-2/2-4/2-9-10/2, $6.

Super:   2-3/1-2-3/1-2-3-5-7/1-2-3-5-7, $12.  Pick 4:   1-2-3/2-3-6/2/1-7, $9.

Trifecta:  2-4/2-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12.
Pick 3:   2-4/2-9-10/3, cost $6.
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I ABSOLUTELY WILL (#2)

Ms. Parker (#3)

Point Da Harbor (#6)

Exacta:  2-3/2--3-6, cost $4.  

Even fourth when facing older while in need of a race last, she is against three-
year-olds only today, one to beat.
Sped to the lead and never looked back with breaking her maiden last, she will 
have to work to get the lead early here but she could repeat.
Disappointed when favored last but she is capable of better, nice post draw.

Super:   2-3/2-3-6/1-2-3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12. 

TRACKATTACKER (#2)

Private Boss (#3)

Moby (#1)

Exacta:   2/1-3, cost $2. Trifecta:    2/1-3/1-3-4, cost $2. 

Daily Double:  2/1-7, cost $4.

Crushed foes in each of his two lifetime starts, clearly he will be very heavily 
bet, should make it three for three.
Well beaten by the top choice last when third and while it is very unlikely he 
will threaten Trackattacker, he appears most likely for second.
Game effort when breaking maiden two weeks ago, will be close by early.

BRILLIANT THOUGHT (#7)

Grand Destination (#1)

Shadow Code (#5)

Exacta:   1-7/1-5-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-7/1-5-7/1-2-4-5-7, $12.

Woke up when second with his best effort last after being dropped to this 
maiden claiming level, he draws well and should graduate.
Ran pretty well in his debut but then never threatened on a sloppy surface next, 
he comes off a short break and appears the main threat to the top choice.
Exits the same heat as the top choice when fourth, he should get part today.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS

for Saturday Afternoon, August 16th, 2014

Super:   1-7/1-5-7/1-2-4-5-7/1-2-4-5-7, $12.

Super:   2/1-3/1-3-4/1-3-4-5, $4. 

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

  SPIT AND SHINE in the fourth.
TRACKATTACKER in the eighth.

AMERICAN COUNCIL in the fifth.

Today’s Exotic Play: 

Race 9, $.50 Super:  1-7/1-5-7/1-2-4-5-7/1-2-4-5-7, $12.

Tri:  2-3/2-3-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12. 

Pick 3:   2-3-6/2/1-7, cost $6.
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HE’S A BLING (#2)
Mr. Itkins (#3)

Moonlight Meeting (#4)

SISTAS STROLL (#6)
Starry Skies (#2)

Kadesha (#4)

SIDEPOCKET CHAMP (#2)
Presiding Justice (#1)

Magna Warrior (#4)

TIMELESS INDY (#3)
Tres Borrachos (#7)

Relentless Heat (#2)

TRELAWNY (#8)
Zimmer (#2)

Tigah (#12)

KANTUNE (#8)
Abusive Power (#3)

American Sailor (#1)

YARD LINE (#3)
Seeking the West (#2)

Got Even (#4)

SEA QUEEN (#10)
Istanford (#3)
Maibaby (#9)
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Del Mar Golden Gate Evangeline
Race Selections for Saturday, August 16th, 2014

SLYCY (#2)
Six Votes (#5)

Di Conti (#3)

HUMMING BEETHOVEN (#6)
Birthday Surprise (#4)

Come On Fire (#2)

KANDZARI (#6)
Dare Mighty Things (#1)

Gunyon (#7)

TIZ DYNAMIC (#2)
Beast of Bourbon (#4)

Eagle Screams (#3)

ROCK HOOVER (#5)
Jamison County (#1)

Of Thee I Sing (#3)

PURIMS FAITH (#8)
Elegant Silk (#7)

Black Mischief (#1)

TIZ THE SEASOIN (#6)
Redstone (#7)

Touchdownwilson (#2)

CLEAR PEARL (#1)
Global Rule (#6)
Amber Moon (#7)

STONE ATTITUDE (#2)
Deborah (#3)

Sarge’s Kid (#4)

IN THE A.M. (#3)
Proud Princess (#4)

Forest Pegasus (#5)

STEPHEN’S PAL (#4)
Prince Champagne (#5)

Midnight Glide (#1)

ADIEU MY FRIEND (#6)
It’s No Secret (#4)

Lord of the Roses (#1)

ASHLEY SECRET (#10)
Olivia’s Princess (#4)

Shay Parker B. (#13)

ACTIONEL (#1)
Salty’s Town (#4)

Sheriff’s Big Gun (#9)

GUESS AGAIN (#9)
Ride n’Reel (#5)

Cat Sup (#3)

CANDIANO (#4)
Sadie’s Soldier (#6)
McGehee’s Mercy (#3)

CLODHOPPER (#5)
Soup R Lion (#8)_

Bad Asset (#7)

EDDIES CURL (#11)
Bird In Love (#8)

Moscato Girl (#2)

TRUE VISIONARY (#4)
Bayview Drive (#3)
Classified Weapon (#9)


